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Before rebooting, rename the share folder (to remove the space in the name) to something like 60-Bit-RAMDisk and reboot it, then get a folder copied over, such as Music, then reboot again and try to browse to the share folder. If it works, it worked, otherwise try doing whatever is wrong. Find out the file names, browse them, see what it complains about, and then try again, and again, and again, until you figure it out. If you get stuck halfway through,
restart the server from the command line. Once you do that, start to troubleshoot the file names, then file managers, then the Mac menu item, then the Finder window. Tried a word for word copy of the native version, as I couldn't copy the full version to the RAM disk (clearly something is missing from the functioning version), and... I can't believe this, there's not even an option to use a bridged network share to work around the lack of features. Why
did they take out the cable-less option from Ultra RAMDisk? That's so we can see how long their 5-megabit ethernet cable is. Why are they unable to change the 800x600 resolution limit from 1680x1050 to the 4096x2160 that this particular version of Mac OS X can handle? All of the new displays are 4096x2160. Poor thing. Done with the graphics, it's time for the serious stuff. Install the full version of this application onto your Linux machine that will
act as a RAM disk and share drive. This is an easily distributable Linux LiveCD, or you can make a bootable CD or DVD of it that will install it for you (if the full version has been on the Mac), or you can just use the version that's on the Mac's Internet server. The Mac's MacAMP server or AppleAMP server is capable of being distributed to the Mac's clients using FTP. Save this to a CD and boot into your Linux machine and choose the kernel option to boot

from the CD. Have it offer to install RAMDisk as a bootable kernel option (see next section for a more advanced version of the application for booting from the RAM disk itself) to make the system read from the CD/DVD instead of the normal RAM disk, otherwise, something very similar to the functioning of the taskbar Linux variants works (it's even easier if you boot from an existing installed CD or DVD).
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